
General Authority of Customs 

Chairman’s Office 

State of Qatar 

Decision of General Authority of Customs Chairman No. (1) Of 2018 

Regarding The Restrictions and Procedures of The Import for the Purpose of 

Exportation  

Having reviewed the Customs Law provided in Law No. (40) of 2002 especially Article 

No. (65-49) thereof, and 

The Executive Regulation of Customs Law provided in the Council of Ministers' 

Decision No. (21) of 2004, especially Article (14-15), 

I decided as follows: 

Article (1) 

Goods may be entered in accordance with the status of “Import for the purpose of 

exportation” without collecting any customs duties for six months as of the date of 

releasing goods in accordance with the restrictions provided as follows: 

1- The Import volume of the Merchant, the Applicant, shall not be less than (50, 000,000) 

, five million riyals, per annum.  

2- The Merchant shall comply with Customs Legislation related to importation and 

exportation and shall not commit any customs smuggling crime within the last two years 

as of the date of submitting the application. 

3- The goods value in the Customs statement shall be at least 20,000 (twenty thousand 

riyals). 

4- A bank guarantee issued from one of the banks approved in the country in the value of 

the customs duties for its annual imports shall be submitted. The bank guarantee’s value 

shall be determined by Customs Affairs Department and shall be at least (1000,000) 

(million riyals). 

5- The imported goods shall be included in the items provided as follows: 

5-1 Vehicles, cars, equipment and machinery included in Chapter No. (87) of the Unified 

Customs Tariff. 

 



5-2 Materials used in the construction and infrastructure sectors mentioned in Attachment 

No. (1) thereof. 

5-3 Electrical devices contained in Chapter Nos. (84-85) of the Unified Customs Tariff.  

5-4 Jewelry and precious watches in accordance with the Restrictions contained in 

Attachment No. (2) thereof. 

6- The imported goods shall be included in the distinguishable items, such as the items 

with serial numbers or distinctive marks on their objects or their covers. 

 Article (2) 

The procedures of submitting the registration application shall be as follows:- 

1- The Application shall be submitted electronically by the Merchant in the approved 

form via the Customs Clearance System. 

2- The Competent Administration at Customs Affairs Department shall audit the 

Application and shall ensure that the restrictions mentioned in Article (1) thereof are 

complied with. 

3- If the restrictions were complied with, the recommendation shall be submitted to the 

Director of the Department to approve the application. 

4- The bank guarantee value shall be determined by the Competent Administration in 

accordance with the Clause No. (4) of Article (1) thereof. 

5- The Merchant shall submit a bank guarantee in accordance with the approved form. 

The Competent Administration at Customs Affairs Department shall review this Bank 

guarantee and then register the bank guarantee’s number in the field of the Customs 

Clearance System. 

6- The bank guarantee shall be sent to the Financial and Administrative Affairs 

Department to be archived and to take the necessary actions as per the specialization.    

7- The Merchant shall be registered as one of the beneficiaries of this statue on the 

Customs Clearance System. 

  



Article  (3)  

1- The Importer shall submit a statement of "Import for the purpose of exportation" via 

the Customs Clearance System. 

2- Importing the goods according to this status within the limits of the value of the bank 

guarantee submitted by the Importer, so that the goods fees shall be less the balance of 

each statement of the submitted bank guarantee. 

3- The goods shall subject to the applicable customs procedures and shall be inspected in 

accordance with the procedures of the Customs Department's procedure, including that 

the goods shall subject to the prohibition and restriction terms. 

4- Without prejudice to the documents to be attached to the customs statement in 

accordance with the provisions of the Customs Law and the executive decisions issued 

pursuant thereto, the Importer shall submit detailed lists of the goods items providing 

their description and quantities and distinctive elements, such as type, number, serial 

number, unit price of each item, color, and trade mark.  As for goods without serial 

numbers, an accurate description of them is prepared according to lists that include the 

type, specifications, and quantities, and any other signs and evidence for conformity with 

the Customs Administration's instructions upon exportation. 

Article (4)  

The Importer may offer the imported goods for consumption in the local market or a part 

thereof prior to (6) months as of the date of releasing the goods and after paying the 

customs duties via the Customs Clearance System. 

In such case, the value of the paid customs duties shall be added to the balance of the 

bank guarantee. 

Article (5)  

The imported goods shall be exported according to this status under an exportation 

statement submitted to the Customs Administration via the Customs Clearance System, 

according to the restrictions provided as follows: 

  



1- The customs statement number according to which the goods are imported shall be 

attached to the exportation statement. 

2- The party who exports the goods may be a person other than the Importer subject to 

the Approval of the Customs Clearance System, provided that the documents proving that 

the goods were purchased from the original Importer shall be submitted and that the 

submitted documents shall be attached to the goods number of the statement of the 

purpose for exportation. 

3- The goods shall subject to the established customs procedures and to the actual 

inspection and matching all the distinctive elements thereof or any significant signs with 

the details of the imported goods according to the statement of "Import for the purpose of 

exportation", in accordance with the restrictions and powers established in this regard. 

For the purposes of adding the value of customs duties mathematically to the balance of 

the bank guarantee provided by the Importer when exporting the goods or any part 

thereof, the following conditions are required: 

1- The goods shall be exported within a maximum period of six months from the date of 

release of the imported goods according to the statement of “Import for the purpose of 

exportation”. 

2- The goods are exported in the original condition in which it was imported, including 

packaging, and not to used locally.  

3- In the event that the shipment is exported in parts, the Party shall submit evidence that 

it is part of the same shipment. 

4- The exportation destination shall not be one of the Gulf Cooperation Council 

Countries. Otherwise, the concerned party shall submit a statement for the incoming 

goods and pay the customs duties for the exported goods. In such case the restrictions and 

procedures in effect shall be applied in this regard. 

  



Article (6)  

Six months after the date of releasing the imported goods under the statement of “Import 

for the purpose of exportation”, without exporting the goods or paying the customs 

duties, as the case may be, the following shall be applied:  

1- The Customs Clearance System (Nadeeb) shall send a text message to the Importer 

(15) days prior to the end of the six months as a notice of the end of the statement status 

of "import with the intention of export" and a message to the Financial and 

Administrative Affairs Department and the Customs Administration.  

2- The Department of Financial and Administrative Affairs shall address the bank, 

issuing the guarantee, collecting the value of all due fees after granting a grace the 

Importer a period of (15) days from the expiration of the six months, when the value of 

all fees will be collected from the customs data benefiting from this status. 

Article (7)  

If the value of the bank guarantee is collected according to the previous article, then the 

Importer is deprived of benefiting from this status for a period of (6) months for the first 

time and a year for the second time and final deprivation the third time. 

Article (8) 

The bank guarantee submitted shall be on automatic renewability condition unless the 

concerned party notifies the Authority 30 days prior to the end of the original guarantee 

period that it does not wish to renew it.  

In the event that the party does not desire to renew the guarantee, the Customs Affairs 

Department shall notify the Importer to settle the outstanding customs data within (15) 

days and a copy to the Administrative Financial Affairs Department. 

If the said grace period expires without settling these data, the Financial and 

Administrative Affairs Department after coordination with the Customs Administration 

to verify the existence of customs data that have not paid its restrictions, shall undertake 

the procedures of collecting all customs duties from the value of the bank guarantee in 

accordance with item (2) of Article (6) thereof. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Article (9) 

The Department of Customs Affairs is the supervisor of the implementation of the 

provisions of this circular, and The Department of Customs Affairs submits advice to the 

officers in Customs Administrations and to find appropriate solutions to any problems 

that may occur when applying. 

The Customs Affairs Department shall audit the restrictions and procedures set forth 

herein periodically, every three months, and shall provide us with any proposals 

regarding the development thereof. 

Article (10) 

All competent authorities, each within its jurisdiction, shall implement this decision as of 

1st February 2018.  

Ahmed bin Abdullah Al-Jammal Issued on : 29/01/2018 

Chairman of the General Authority of 

Customs  

corresponding to: 12/05/ 1439 

 

 

  



Attachment (2) 

Instructions for the Import for the purpose of exportation 

Additional restrictions on jewelry and watches 

In addition to the restrictions mentioned in the circular, the following shall be considered: 

1- Submitting a detailed invoice showing the unit price for each piece, and a detailed 

packing list that shows the varieties and numbers of imported jewelry and watches, the 

quantities received, its trademarks, its specifications and its exact features, in terms of 

gold or carat in relation to diamonds, the serial number regarding watch items and any 

other signs and signs of matching when exporting. 

2- Boxes of luxury jewelry and watches carry the indication of the product and the brand 

name, and be sold with jewelry or watches belonging to it, so that they are not intended to 

be sold separately. 

3- Submitting a color digital photo of all jewelry items and incoming watches, and keep 

the image with the Customs Administration for conformity when exporting it outside the 

country. 

  



Attachment (1) 

- Selesian sand and Muru sand (quartz) 25051000 

- Others 25059000 

- - -Raw on unsewn block-shape crude 25061010 

- Others 25061090 

- Quartzite 25062000 

Celesian precise fossils (for example, Kiseljor, Triloit and Diatomite) and other similar 

Celesian qualitative soils which weigh of no more than 1, whether calcined 

25120000 

- Pumice stone 25131000 

- - - Sinnaive (Pot) 25131000 

- - - Natural Corandem 25132010 

- - - Natural slaves 25132020 

- - - Tripoli dust (rotten stone) 25132030 

- - - Others 25132040 

- - - Raw on sawn block-shape crude 25132090 

- - Others 25140010 

- - - Raw on or irregularly trimmed 25140090 

- - A simple section of cut, a block or slate, square or rectangular shape, by sawn or 

otherwise 

25151100 

- - - Raw on or irregularly trimmed 25151200 

- - A simple section of cut, a block or slate, square or rectangular shape, by sawn or 

otherwise 

25152010 

- - Raw or irregularly trimmed  25161100 

- - A simple section of cut, a block or slate, square or rectangular shape, by sawn or 

otherwise 

25161200 

- - Sandstone 25162000 

- - Raw or irregularly trimmed  25169010 

- - A simple section of cut, a block or slate, square or rectangular shape, by sawn or 

otherwise 

25169020 

- Gravel and stones that are either furnished or broken are typically used for concrete, 

road paving, rail or other paving types, and coastal and stone-stones, albeit heat-treated 

25171000 

- Similar industrial waste material and dumps, including those under sub-item 10, 17 

and 25 

25172000 

- Distilled grit 25173000 

- - Made of marble 25174100 

- - Others 25174900 

- - - Raw, whether it was subjugate to irregular trimming 25181010 

- - A simple section of cut, a block or slate, square or rectangular shape, by sawn or 

otherwise 

25181020 

- - - Raw, whether it was subjugate to irregular trimming 25182010 

- - A simple section of cut, a block or slate, square or rectangular shape, by sawn or 

otherwise 

25182020 

- Dugout dust (brick) from Dolomites 25183000 

- - - Gypsum  25201010 

 



---anhydrite 25201020 

---other 25202090 

Utilized Calcareous stones and materials used for making calcine and cement. 25210000 

-quicklime 25221000 

-slaked lime 25222000 

- aquatic lime (corolla) 25223000 

-clinker 25231000 

-White cement  if artificially stained 25232100 

---ordinary cement 25232910 

---Halotolerant cement 25232920 

---other 25232990 

-aluminous cement  25233000 

-Other types of hydraulic cements 25239000 

-pitch 27081000 

-toasted pitch 27082000 

Petrol Oils and pitched metallic oils and ore 27090000 

-- Un calcined  27131100 

-- calcined  27131200 

- petroleum pitch 27132000 

- Other residues from Petrol Oils and pitched metallic oils 27139000 

-pitched and oily Schist and tar sand 27141000 

- Natural pitch and cement 27149010 

---others 27149090 

Pitched mixtures based on Natural pitch or asphalt or oily tar or mineral pitch or 

Mineral tar pitch (EX: pitch pastes and Cutback pastes)  

27150000 

Cement, Keene, concrete and Similar compoundsThermodury other than products of 

clause 01-38.  

38160000 

Preparations for cement, Keene or concrete 38244000 

--- in gear wood 44091010 

--- rinsed wood 44091020 

--- Scan boards with rounded edges 44091030 

--- connected wood (fluted wood or Splined with rinsed edges 44091040 

--- Crentate and Splined wood for ceilings 44091050 

- windows and Windows doors (French windows) and its structures and frames 44181000 

-doors and its frames and thresholds  44182000 

- Temporary wooden structures to support cast concrete 44 1 84000 

-panels and roofing splitting  (ceramic wood)   44185000 

- Shafting trabeculae  44186000 

-other 44187900 

  



- Wallpaper and similar wall coverings, made of coated or covered paper, with 

plastic layer on its external side, raised or colored or impressed or printed by 

drawings or decorations or decorated in another way. 

48142000 

- other 48149000 

- of sandstone 68010010 

- of granite stone 68010020 

- of porphyry 68010030 

- of marble stone 68010040 

- of other natural stones 68010090 

- Tiles and slab and similar items, if it is rectangular (including square), the 

largest surface area has a square with side length less than 7 cm, with grains, 

fragments and Colorful powders 

68021000 

- Marble, travertine and alabaster 68022100 

- Granite 68022300 

- Other stones 68022900 

- Stairs, corbel, friezes for windows and handrails, fences, thresholds, stones of 

borders and distances and similar. 

68029110 

- Bathtubs 68029121 

- Washbasins for hands 68029122 

- Fountain basins 68029123 

- Square tiles, shingles and blocks for building or paving the roads 68030010 

- Rolls form 68071000 

- Tiles, shingles and flooring stones 68079010 

- plates for ceiling  and building 68079020 

- Pipes and fittings 68079030 

- plates with frames, plates, tiles, similar blocks and items, of plant fibers, straw, 

peeler, small pieces, sawdust or other wood waste, adding cement, plaster or 

other mineral adhesives 

68080000 

- With a cover on the side or reinforced with paper or paperboard only 68091100 

- other 68091900 

- Plates, sheets, squares, and similar items and decorated  68099010 

- Molded items for decoration (drawings, pillars, bowls, pot, vases and similar 

items) 

68099020 

- Molds used in industry 68099300 

- Other  68099090 

- Blocks and bricks for building 68101100 

- Shingle of ceilings 68101910 

- Tiles and side blocks (Borders) for paving the roads 68101921 

- Tiles covered with layer of crushed stone (normal) for floors and surfaces 68101922 

- Marble broken tiles 68101923 

- other 68101929 

- other 68101990 

- Prefabricated structural elements for building and civil engineering 68109100 

 

    

 

  



--- Fixed sanitary items 68109910  

--- Other 68109990  

-- Other plates, frame panels, tiles and similar items 68118200 

--- Tanks 68118910  

--- Fixed basins and sanitary ware 68118920  

--- Pipes, sewers and similar molded items 68149010  

--- Blocks and paving slabs 68159930  

Bricks, blocks, tiles and other ceramic items, from siliceous fossil meals (for example, 

kieselguhr, tripolite and diatomite) or of similar siliceous earths  

69010000  

- It contains more than 50% weight of magnesium (Mg) or calcium (Ca) and chromium 

(Cr), each individual or combined, expressed by *MgO, CaO and Cr2O3 

69021000  

- It Contains more than 50% weight of Al2O3, SiO2 and a mixture or compound of these. 69022000  

- Other  69029000 

- It contains more than 50% weight of graphite or other carbon or a mixture of these 

products 

69031000  

- It contains more than 50% weight of Al2O3 or a mixture of  Al2O3 and SiO2  69032000  

- Other  69039000  

- Building bricks 69041000  

- Other 69049000  

- Roof tiles 69051000  

- Chimney covers 69059010  

- Architectural decorations 69059020  

- Other 69059090  

- Pipes, tubes, gutters, sewers, and supplies from ceramic 69060000  

 - tiles, cubes and similar items, whether or not in rectangles, the largest surface area can 

be inserted into a square whose side length is less than 7 cm.   

69071000  

- From porcelain 69101000  

- Other 69109000  

- Accessories for doors and windows, such as knobs, handle, etc. 69141010  

- Cubes and other small items, of glass, whether or not on a stand, for mosaics or similar 

decoration purposes 

70161000  

- Other 70169000  

- It contains too thing, ribbing and striations or other combinations produced during the 

grinding process 

72131000  

- Other steel which is easy to cut 72132000  

-- With a circular cross section less than 14 mm in diameter 72139100  

-- Other 72139900  

-- Other 72141090  

-- Other 72142090  

-- Other 72143090  

-- With a rectangular cross section 72149100  

 

  



Others  72149900 

Others  72151090 

Others  72155090 

Others  72159090 

Not painted or covered, whether or not polished  72171000 

painted or covered with zinc  72172000 

painted or covered with other normal metals 72173000 

Others  72179000 

non-malleable cast iron 73071100 

Others  73071900 

Flanges  73072100 

Elbows, curved cuts, and threaded sleeves 73072200 

Fittings to connect the ends with welding  73072300 

Others  73072900 

Flanges  73079100 

Elbows, curved cuts, and threaded sleeves  73079200 

Bridges and bridges fittings  73081000 

Network masts and towers  73082000 

Doors, windows, frames and door sills  73083000 

Pillars and equipment similar to scaffolding, temporary structures, or mine pillars  73084000 

Scaffolding, platforms and Scaffolding stretching supplies  73089040 

Fixed stairs  73089050 

Umbrellas and domes  73089060 

Others 73089090 

Water storage tanks for home use  73090010 

Others  73090090 

Steel nails and carpentry nails  73170010 

External clasps  73170040 

Others  73170090 

Other screws for wood  73181200 

Screws and hooks with ring heads  73181300 

Self-tapping screws  73181400 

Bolts and screws with other nuts, whether with nuts or loops 73181500 

Nuts  73181600 

Others 73181900 

Control holes, sewer covers and drainage items  73251010 

Control holes, sewer covers and drainage items   73259910 

 

  



- Clips of water hoses 73269092 

- Steel screws of walk paths on the streets and roads 73269093 

- mobile ladders and stairs 73269094 

- of pure copper 74111000 

- of mix of copper with zinc (Brass( 74112100 

- of mix of copper with nickel (copper nickel) or of mix of copper with nickel 

and zinc )Nickel silver) 

74112200 

- other 74112900 

- of pure copper 74121000 

- of mix of copper 74122000 

- stranded wires, cables and tapes of braided cords and similar items, of copper, 

not isolated to electricity 

74130000 

- screws, tacks, drawing pins, staples and similar items 74151000 

- bolts and nuts  74153300 

- of not mixed nickel  75071100 

- of mix of nickel 75071200 

- Pipe fittings 75072000 

- Frames of windows for facilities   75089010 

- sanitation tools 75089060 

- of not mixed aluminum 76081000 

- of mix of aluminum 76082000 

- Pipe fittings of aluminum (such connections, elbows and sleeves) 76090000 

- Electric garage doors 76101010 

- Other  76101090 

- Bridges and sections of bridges 76109010 

- Lowers and grid masts 76109020 

- Umbrellas and domes 76109030 

- Fixed stairs  76109040 

- Joints of walls of hospital wards, restaurants, offices, toilets and similar items. 76109050 

- Decorative ceiling tiles 76109060 

- Angles and connectors to link decorative tiles to ceilings 76109070 

- Other  76109090 

- Screws, tacks, stapling screws (other than those of 83-05), bolts, bolts, nuts, 

spiral hooks, rivets, cotters, washers and similar items.   

76161000 

- Textiles, metal window, grid plates with aluminum 76169921 

- Mobile stairs 76169970 

- Hand trolleys for cleaning and building 87168011 

- Its largest cross-section exceeding than 6 mm 74081100 

- stranded wires, cables and tapes of braided cords and similar items, of copper, 

not isolated to electricity 

74130000 

- of copper 85441100 

 

  



Others  85441900 

Electrical cables with cross section of more than 10 mm and a voltage of more than 300 

volts 

85442010 

Telegraph and telephone cables contain 10 pairs or more 85442020 

Telegraph and telephone cables contain less than 10 pairs 85442030 

Others 85442090 

Combustible spark plug wires and other wiring of a kind used in transportation (cars, 

planes, ships) 

85443000 

Electrical cables with cross section of more than 10 mm and a voltage of more than 300 

volts 

85444210 

Electrical cables with cross section of less than 10 mm 85444220 

Telegraph and telephone cables contain 10 pairs or more 85444230 

Telegraph and telephone cables contain less than 10 pairs 85444240 

Others 85444290 

Electrical cables with cross section of more than 10 mm and a voltage of more than 300 

volts 

85444910 

voltage of less than 80 volts 85444921 

Others 85444929 

voltage of less than 80 volts 8544493 1 

Others 85444939 

voltage of less than 80 volts 85444941 

Others 85444949 

voltage of less than 80 volts 85444991 

Electrical cables with cross section of more than 10 mm 85444999 

Electrical cables with cross section of less than 10 mm 85446010 

Telegraph and telephone cables contain 10 pairs or more 85446020 

Others  85446030 

Optical fiber cables 85446090 

 

  



General Authority of Customs 

Chairman’s Office 

State of Qatar 

Date: 30/ 01/ 2018  Administrative Circular 

No. (7) 

Corresponding to: 13/ 5/ 

1439   

M/s: Directors of Departments,   

General Authority of Customs  

Greeting, 

 

  

Subject: General Authority of Customs Chairman's Decision No. (1) of 2018, 

Regarding restrictions and procedures for the Import for the purpose of 

exportation 

Kindly find the attached copy of the General Authority of Customs Chairman's Decision 

No. (1) Of 2018 regarding restrictions and procedures for the Import for the purpose of 

exportation and the attachments thereof.  

In accordance with the instructions of His Excellency the General Authority of Customs 

Chairman, you shall comply with the content of the decision and shall act according 

thereto, taking the necessary measures in its regard. 

For compliance and taking action accordingly  

Kind regards,  

Saad Suwaid Al-Ajmi 

The director of the president’s office 

Attachments: 

- A copy of the aforementioned executive decision and the attachments thereof.  

- Attachment No. (1), a list of the materials included in the construction and infrastructure 

sectors. 

- Attachment No. (2), additional set of jewelry and watches. 

CC:   

- Mr. Head of the Customs Affairs Department, for taking the necessary actions  

- Technical Office   

 



Statement of Shipments to Bomb Qatar Company  

No. Date Customs statement 

number 

Deliver name Vehicle No.   

1 10/11/2016 43389 Basem Mohammed 

 EL Masry 

Sharjah 1589 

2 19/11/2016 44500 Mechal Fady Saada Saudi 9903 

3 26/11/2016 45369 Ahmed Mwafk  EL 

Hariry 

Dubai 45996 

4 01/12/2016 46119 Mohamed  Ahmed 

Seriha 

Dubai 83333 

5 11/12/2016 47380 Shady Gamal Khabazh Dubai 61656 

6 21/12/2016 48685 Badr Naif Abu Nabot Dubai 72706 

7 25/12/2016 49224 Ahmed Razek El 

Masalma 

Dubai 9844 

8 29/12/2016 49864 Fady Gamal Matawa Dubai 32516 

9 02/01/2017 98 Farouk Fasel EL Garad Dubai 19258 

10 10/01/2017 936 Samer Abdelrazek EL 

Samady 

Saudi 5149 

11 14/01/2017 1361 Basem Mohammed 

 EL Masry 

Sharjah 1589 

12 16/01/2017 1713 Ali Hamza Basbos Saudi 4733 

13 25/01/2017 2948 Basem Mohammed 

 EL Masry 

Sharjah 1589 

14 30/01/2017 3598 Farouk Fasel EL Garad Dubai 19258 

15 04/02/2017 4249 Basem Mohammed 

 EL Masry 

Sharjah 1589 

16 07/02/2017 4482 Soliman Fasel EL Garad Dubai 19259 

17 11/02/2017 4954 Farouk Fasel EL Garad Dubai 19258 

18 16/02/2017 5688 Soliman Fasel EL Garad Dubai 19259 

19 23/02/2017 6708 Basem Mohammed 

 EL Masry 

Sharjah 1589 

20 28/05/2017 19618 Yosef  mohammed kheer Saudi 3023 

21 29/06/2017 110 Sea freight MSC Company 

22 29/06/2017 111 Sea freight MSC Company 

23 05/07/2017 129 Sea freight MSC Company 

24 25/07/2017 300 Sea freight MSC Company 

25 25/07/2017 297 Sea freight MSC Company 

26 25/07/2017 307 Sea freight MSC Company 

27 25/07/2017 308 Sea freight MSC Company 

 

Exhibit No. 2 

 

 

 

 

  


